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ABSTRACT 
There is a general belief that Yue constitutes a highly uniform dialect group, 
with its members sharing a good number of structures and lexica with the 
regional prestige dialect, Cantonese. Based on our first hand data collected 
from the field, this paper* describes the lesser known grammatical diversity 
across the Yue dialects, which can be illustrated by the different uses of the 
following features: (a) ideophonic suffixes; (b) diminutive suffixes and tone 
sandhi; (c) perfective aspect markers and their position in the VP, and (d) 
neutral question forms. The survey includes nine dialects from different 
subgroups, most of which are spoken far away from the Pearl River Delta 
where Cantonese dominates. Our study reveals that while Cantonese has 
obvious influence over other members of Yue, the grammatical diversity 
across Yue cannot simply be overlooked. 
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account of the possible ranges of verb meaning and the 
semantic-to-morphosyntactic sequencing of Mandarin motion verbs. 

KEYWORDS 
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1. BACKGROUND 
Motion is one of the fundamental domains in human experience. 

Important works on motion include: conceptual structure (Langacker 
1987), event structure (Jackendoff 1993), typological classification 
(Talmy 1985, Slobin 2004, Peyraube 2006), lexicalization patterns (Talmy 
2000), and scalar structure (Rappaport Hovav and Levin 2010). One of 
the core issues concerned in these studies is: what are the lexical semantic 
components that may be syntactically relevant in depicting motion? 

1.1 Previous Concerns 
There are two different approaches to this question. Studies on 

lexicalization patterns (e.g., Talmy 2000) and semantics-to-syntax 
alternations (e.g., Rappaport Hovav and Levin 2010) probe into the 
semantic components lexicalized in verbs of motion. On the other hand, 
studies on semantic frames (cf. Fillmore and Atkins 1992) attempt to 
identify frame-specific elements coexisting in a motion event. In search of 
motion-related lexical components, Talmy (2000, 1985) proposed that a 
motion involves: an object (Figure) moves to a location (Ground) along a 
path (Path) with the motional act (Move), specified by the way the Figure 
moves (Manner). These components may be lexicalized in different ways: 

(1) a. English: (Talmy 2000:28) 
The rock slid down the hill. 
[Figure] [Move+Manner] [Path] [Ground] 

b. Spanish: (Talmy 1985:69) 
La botella entró en la cueva (flotando). 
[Figure] [Move+Path]  [Ground] [Manner] 
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Southern dialects). In International Symposium on the Historical 
Aspect of the Chinese Language: Commemorating the Centennial 
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